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Hey Brother

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Verse 1

Moderately Fast {q = c 125}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soprano</th>
<th>Alto</th>
<th>Tenor</th>
<th>Bass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hey</td>
<td>Hey</td>
<td>Hey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bro-</td>
<td>bro-</td>
<td>bro-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ther</td>
<td>ther</td>
<td>ther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There's</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>re-dis</td>
<td>ce-end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cm     E    B    F   G(m)   G(m)

Piano Acc

Synthesizer

Guitar

Bass Guitar

Drum Set

Percussion
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Hey Brother 3
01 SSATB Combo C

Chorus 1

S

you There's no-thing in this world I would-n't do

A

you There's no-thing in this world I would-n't do

T

There's no-thing in this world I would-n't do

B

There's no-thing in this world I would-n't do

Chorus 2

S

Hey Brother! Do you still be-lieve in love, I won-der? Oh, if the sky comes fall-ing down,

A

Hey Brother! Do you still be-lieve in love, I won-der? Oh, if the sky comes fall-ing down,

T

Hey Brother! Do you still be-lieve in love, I won-der? Oh, if the sky comes fall-ing down,

B

Hey Brother! Do you still be-lieve in love, I won-der? Oh, if the sky comes fall-ing down,
Hey Brother

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Verse 1

Moderately Fast (4/4 = 125)

Hey brother
There's an endless road to redis-

Hey brother
There's an endless road to redis-

Gm

E B F G (m) G (m)
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Hey Brother 3
02 SSATB Combo Bb

Chorus 1

you There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,

There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,

There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,

Chorus 2

you There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,

There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,

There’s no thing in this world I wouldn’t do

What if I’m far from home? Oh, brothers will hear you call,
Hey Brother 7
02 SSATB Combo Bb

Chorus 2

Sky comes falling down, for you. There's nothing in this world I wouldn't do.
Hey Brother 9
02 SSATB Combo Bb

S: I'll hear you. I'll hear you. I’ll hear you. I’ll hear your call.

Gtr.

Bb

P.A.

Synth

Gtr.

Bass

D. S.

Perc.

Hey Brother 9
02 SSATB Combo Bb

S: I’ll hear you. I’ll hear you. I’ll hear you. I’ll hear your call.
Hey Brother
Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm
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Hey Brother 3
03 SSATB Combo Eb
Hey Brother

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri

Arranged by Dirk Kokx

Original Key Gm
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Hey Brother

Hey Brother 3

04 SSATB 4 extra staves
Hey Brother 5
Hey Brother

Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Soprano
Alto
Tenor
Bass

Gm
Eb
Bm
F

Moderately Fast (\( \text{q} = 125 \))

Verse 1

Hey brother
There's an endless road to redis
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Verse 2

Hey Brother
Do you still believe in one another?

Hey Sister
Do you still believe in love, I wonder?

Oh, if the

Gm
E♭ B♭ F Gm

S

A

T

B

P.A

Gtr.

Bass

D.S.

Perc.
Hey Brother 5
05 SSATB small Combo

Instruments:
- Gtr.
- Bass
- D. S.
- Perc.
- P.A

*No thing in this world I wouldn't do*

All:
Oh sister I will help you back home if the sky comes falling down, for you
There's

Instr. Solo:

Hey Brother 5
05 SSATB small Combo

Demo Version
Hey Brother 5

Chorus 1

Gm (soft mallets)

What if I'm far from home? Oh no thing in this world I wouldn't do.

Hey Brother 5

Demo Version
no thing in this world I wouldn't do

Hey Brother!
Hey Brother 17

**Demo Version**

Stop Clap (choir)

Hey Brother 17
Hey Brother

Verse 1

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Piano

Moderately Fast (\( \frac{4}{4} \), \( q = 125 \))

Hey brother, there's an endless road to rediscover.

Hey sister, know the water's sweet but blood is thicker.

Oh, if the sky comes falling.
Hey Brother 3
07 SSATB Piano Advanced

Chorus 1

S

A

T

B

P.A

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home? Oh

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home?

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home?

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home?

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home?

no-thing in this world I would n't do

What if I'm far from home?

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes fall ing

brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?
Hey Brother 5
07 SSATB Piano Advanced
Verse 3

Hey Brother
There's an endless road to rediscover

Brother There's an endless road to rediscover

Hey Sister Do you still believe in

Hey Sister

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's

Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's
Hey Brother 7
07 SSATB Piano Advanced

Stop Clap (choir) after beat 1

Hey Brother
Hey Sister
I’ll hear your call
I’ll hear you.

Clap (choir) 2 and 4
08 SSATB Piano Moderated

Hey Brother

Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Verse 1

Moderately Fast \( \frac{4}{4} \quad \text{c. 125} \)

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Piano Mod.

\[
\text{Hey brother, There's an endless road to rediscover.}
\]

\[
\text{Hey sister, Know the water's sweet but blood is thicker.}
\]

\[
\text{Oh, if the sky comes falling}
\]
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Hey Brother

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Verse 1

Moderately Fast \( \{q = \text{c. } 125\} \)

Soprano

Alto
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no thing in this world I wouldn't do

What if I'm far from

home? Oh brother I will hear you call

What if I lose it all?

home? Oh sister I will help you back home

If the sky comes falling down, for
Hey Brother 5
09 SSATB

S

64

S & MS

mf

ah

T

68

B

B

Hey brother

Hey brother

S

72

I will help you back home

Hey sister

Hey sister
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Hey Brother 7
09 SSATB

Chorus 2

What if I’m far from home? Oh
brother I will hear you call
What if I lose it all?

If the sky comes falling down, for
sister I will help you back home
13 Piano Advanced

Hey Brother

Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Moderately Fast {q = c 125} ...

Verse 1

Gm

E♭ B♭

only play if no guitar

Verse 2

F Gm

F E♭ Gm

B♭6 E♭7 F

play
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Hey Brother

Verse 1
Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Moderately Fast \( \text{=} \text{c. 125} \)

Verse 1
Gm
E₇
B₇

Verse 2
B₆
E₇
Gm
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Hey Brother

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Moderately Fast  \( \text{q} = \text{c} 125 \)

Verse 1

Moderately Fast  \( \text{q} = \text{c} 125 \)

Verse 2

Soft Pad

Chorus 1

Chorus 1

Chorus 1
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Hey Brother

Verse 1
Gm  E♭  B♭  F  Gm

Verse 2
Gm  E♭  B♭  F  Gm

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm
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Hey Brother

Verse 1

Moderately Fast  \( \text{q} = \text{c} \ 125 \)  

Chorus 1

Instr. Solo
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Hey Brother
Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

Moderately Fast  \( \frac{q}{\text{c}} = 125 \)

Verse 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Chorus 1

hh + Tambourine on stand
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Hey Brother 3
18 Drum Set

Instr. Solo 2

110

115

120

125

130
Hey Brother
Avicii

Words and Music by Tim Bergling, Ash Pournouri,
Arranged by Dirk Kokx
Original Key Gm

19 Percussion

Moderately Fast \( (\mathbf{q} = c.125) \)

Verse 1

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Cymbal Crash} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Pedal} \\
\text{Hi-Hat opened} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Closed} \\
\text{Snaredrum} \\
\text{Bassdrum} \\
\text{Snare rim (click)} \\
\text{Toms: High 1} \\
\text{Mid} \\
\text{High 2} \\
\text{Low} \\
\end{array}
\]

Verse 2

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Cymbal Crash} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Pedal} \\
\text{Hi-Hat opened} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Closed} \\
\text{Snaredrum} \\
\text{Bassdrum} \\
\text{Snare rim (click)} \\
\text{Toms: High 1} \\
\text{Mid} \\
\text{High 2} \\
\text{Low} \\
\end{array}
\]

Chorus 1

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Cymbal Crash} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Pedal} \\
\text{Hi-Hat opened} \\
\text{Hi-Hat Closed} \\
\text{Snaredrum} \\
\text{Bassdrum} \\
\text{Snare rim (click)} \\
\text{Toms: High 1} \\
\text{Mid} \\
\text{High 2} \\
\text{Low} \\
\end{array}
\]

Instr. Solo
Handclap

Chord Cym. (soft mallets) Choke

Tambourine

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Cym. (soft mallets)} \\
\text{Choke} \\
\end{array}
\]
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Hey Brother

Verse 1

Moderately Fast  \( \text{q} = \text{c} \ 125 \)

\[ G^m \quad E_b \quad B_b \]

Hey brother__ There's an endless road to

\[ F \quad G^m \quad G^m \quad E_b \quad B_b \quad F \]

rediscover_ Hey sister__ Know the water's sweet but blood is

\[ G^m \quad F \quad B_b^6 \quad E_b^\Delta 7 \quad F \]

thicker_ Oh, if the sky comes falling down, _ for you _ There's

\[ B_b^6 \quad E_b^\Delta 7 \quad G^m \]

nothing in this world I wouldn't do_ Hey brother_ Do you

\[ E_b \quad B_b \quad F \quad G^m \quad G^m \quad E_b \quad B_b \]

still believe in one another?_ Hey sister_ Do you still believe in

\[ F \quad G^m \quad F \quad B_b^6 \quad E_b^\Delta 7 \quad F \]

love, I wonder? Oh, if the sky comes falling down,_ for you _ There's

\[ B_b^6 \quad E_b^\Delta 7 \quad G^m \]

nothing in this world I wouldn't do_ What if I'm far from

Chorus 1
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sister Do you still believe in love, I wonder? Oh, if the sky comes falling down, for you There's nothing in this world I wouldn't do___

Chorus 2

What if I'm far from home? Oh brother I will hear you call_

What if I lose it all? Oh sister I will help you back home If the sky comes falling down, for you There's nothing in this world I wouldn't do___

Instr. Solo 2

Hey Brother 3

20 Leadsheet

Demo Version
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Verse 1
Hey brother, there’s an endless road to be discovered
Hey sister, know the water’s sweet but blood is thicker
Oh, if the sky comes falling down for you,
There’s nothing in this world I wouldn’t do.

Verse 2
Hey brother, do you still believe in one and other?
Hey sister, do you still believe in love, I wonder?
Oh, if the sky comes falling down for you,
There’s nothing in this world I wouldn’t do.

Chorus 1
What if I’m far from home? Oh, brother I will hear you call.
What if I lose it all? Oh, sister I will help back home!
If the sky comes falling down for you,
There’s nothing in this world I wouldn’t do.

Instr. Solo
Da-dan-dan-dan-da (ect) Ah(3x) I hear you call
Hey brother I will help you back home, Hey sister.

Verse 3
Hey brother, there’s an endless road to be discovered
Hey sister, do you still believe in love, I wonder?
Oh, if the sky comes falling down for you,
There’s nothing in this world I wouldn’t do.

Chorus 2 ( = Chorus 1)

Instr. Solo 2
Da-dan-dan-dan-da (ect) Ah(2x)
Hey brother, Hey Sister, Hey Brother, I’ll hear you; I will hear you call.